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SUMMARY: We present the results of new moderate resolution ATCA obser-
vations of SNR J0455–6838. We found that this SNR exhibits a mostly typical
appearance with rather steep and curved α=–0.81±0.18 and D=43×31±1 pc. Re-
gions of high polarisation were detected, including unusually strong (∼70%) region
corresponding to the northern breakout. Such a strong polarisation in breakout
regions has not been observed in any other SNR.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), with its
low foreground absorption and relative proximity of
50 kpc (Hilditch et al. 2005), offers the ideal labora-
tory for the study of a complete sample of supernova
remnants (SNRs) in great detail. The proximity en-
ables detailed spatial studies of the remnants in the
sample, and the accurately known distance allows
for analysis of the energetics of each remnant. In
addition, the wealth of wide-field multiwavelength
data available, from radio maps to optical emission-
line images and broad band photometry to global
X-ray mosaics, provides information about the con-
texts and environments in which these remnants are
born and evolve.

It is possible to obtain a relatively complete
sample of SNRs in the LMC and not only study the

global properties of the sample but also study the
subclasses in detail (e.g., sorted by X-ray and radio
morphology or by progenitor SN type). Toward this
goal, we have been identifying new SNRs using com-
bined optical, radio, and X-ray observations. There
are over 40 confirmed SNRs in the LMC and another
35-40 candidates (Payne et al. 2008).

Here, we report on radio-continuum obser-
vation of a previously known and intriguing SNR,
SNR J0455–6838. It was initially classified as an
SNR based on observations made by the Mills Cross
telescope at the Molonglo Radio Observatory at
408 MHz (Mathewson and Clarke 1973). Further
confirmation comes from the Einstein X-Ray survey
by Long et al. (1981) (named LHG 2) and Wang et
al. (1991) (named W 3). Mathewson et al. (1983)
catalogued SNR J0455–6838 as B0455–68.7 based on
their optical observations, reporting an estimated
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size of 217′′ × 183′′. Filipović et al. (1998) added
further confirmation, with a set of radio-continuum
observations (with the Parkes telescope) over a wide
frequency range. Blair et al. (2006) report no detec-
tion at far ultraviolet (FUV) wavelengths. Haberl
and Pietsch (1999) (named SNR as HP 915) and
Williams et al. (1999) discuss the X-ray properties of
the SNR J0455–6838 based on ROSAT observations.
Most recently Payne et al. (2008) presented optical
spectroscopy of a wide range of LMC SNRs including
SNR J0455–6838. They found an enhanced [Sii]/Hα

ratio of 0.6 typical for SNRs.

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA

We observed SNR J0455–6838 with the Aus-
tralia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) on 6th

April 1997, with an array configuration EW375, at
wavelengths of 6 and 3 cm (ν=4790 and 8640 MHz).
The observations were carried out in the so called
”snap-shot” mode, totaling ∼1 hour of integration
over a 12 hour period. Source 1934-638 was used for
primary calibration and source 0530-727 was used
for secondary calibration. The miriad (Sault and
Killeen 2006) and karma (Gooch 2006) software
packages were used for reduction and analysis. More
information about observing procedure and other
sources observed during this session can be found
in Bojičić et al. (2007) and Crawford et al. (2008).

Images were prepared, cleaned and decon-
volved using miriad tasks. Baselines formed with
the 6th ATCA antenna were excluded, as the other
five antennas were arranged in a compact configura-
tion. The 6-cm image (Fig. 1) has a resolution of 26′′
and the r.m.s noise is estimated to be 0.2 mJy/beam.
Similarly, the 3-cm image (Fig. 2(a)) has a resolu-
tion of 26′′ and the r.m.s noise is estimated to be
0.3 mJy/beam. The 3-cm image resolution of 26′′
was chosen to complement the 6-cm image, and was
used in the preparation of Figs. 2 and 3.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The remnant has a classical horseshoe
morphology centered at RA(J2000)=4h55m45.7s,
DEC(J2000)=–68◦38′52.9′′ with a diameter of
215′′×156′′±5′′ (43×31±1 pc), excluding the break-
out region to the north. This is reasonably consistent
with the optical size reported by Mathewson et al.
(1983). The X-ray size of 366′′ × 168′′ reported by
Williams et al. (1999), seems to include the breakout

region to the north and, when removed, our diame-
ters are in agreement.

Breakout regions are rarely seen in SNRs, and
Williams et al. (1999b) indicated that they may have
a significant role in SNR evolution. They report a
northern and southern breakout; however, we only
detect the northern one.

Flux density measurements were made at 6 cm
and 3 cm, resulting in values of 115 mJy and 30 mJy
respectively (Table 1), although our data seem to suf-
fer from ”short-spacing” effects and some flux may
have been missed. Using the 21-cm mosaic image
described in Hughes et al. (2007), we made a new
measurement of the flux density of SNR J0455–6838,
obtaining a value of 289 mJy. A spectral index (de-
fined by S ∝ να) was plotted using the flux den-
sities in Table 1 (Fig. 3(b)) and estimated to be
α=–0.81±0.18, which is very steep for SNRs (Fil-
ipović et al. 1998). The previous spectral index es-
timate was based solely on single dish data, and was
α=–0.43±0.05 (Filipović et al. 1998). As shown in
Fig. 3(b), we note that the 3 cm and 6 cm points are
low compared to the others, which indicates that a
simple model does not accurately describe the data,
and that a higher order model is needed. This is
not unusual, given that several other SNR’s exhibit
this ”curved” spectra (Filipović et al. 1998). Not-
ing the breakdown of the power law fit at shorter
wavelengths, we decomposed the spectral index es-
timate into two components, one (α1) between 73
and 13 cm, and the other (α2) between 13 and 3 cm.
The first component, α1 = −0.35 ± 0.08 is a very
good fit and typical for an SNR, whereas the second,
α2 = −1.52 ± 0.39, is a poor fit, and indicates that
non-thermal emission can be described by different
populations of electrons with different energy indices.
Although the low flux at 3 cm (and to a lesser ex-
tent at 6 cm) could cause the large deviations, an
underestimate of up to ∼50% would still lead to a
”curved” spectrum.

From our spectral index map (Fig. 3(a)) one
can see a very steep gradient of spectral index, caused
by the lower than expected 3-cm flux density. Com-
parison of our radio-continuum images with ROSAT
HRI X-ray images of Williams et al. (1999; Fig. 1v)
shows a correlation between radio and X-ray emis-
sions, as X-ray emission may be dominated by non-
thermal emission.

Linear polarisation images for each frequency
were created using Q and U parameters. While we
detect no reliable polarisation at 3-cm, the 6-cm im-
age reveals some very unusually strong linear polar-
isation. Without reliable polarisation measurements
at the shorter wavelength, we could not determine
the Faraday rotation.

Table 1. Integrated Flux Density of SNR J0455–6838.

SI 73 cm 36 cm 21 cm 13 cm 6 cm 3 cm

SNR J0455–6838 410 mJy 380 mJy 289 mJy 229 mJy 115mJy 33 mJy

Reference Clarke Mills This Filipović This This
et al. 1976 et al. 1984 Work et al. 1996 Work Work
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The mean fractional polarisation at 6-cm was
calculated using flux density and polarisation:

P =

√
S2

Q + S2
U

SI
· 100% (1)

where SQ, SU and SI are integrated intensities for
the Q, U and I Stokes parameters. Our estimated
peak value is P ∼ 70% in the breakout region, where
the total intensity is relatively low. This could be

due to the breakout interacting with the interstel-
lar medium. This effect has not been seen before
as SNRs with clear breakouts are rare, nor has such
strong polarisation been seen, even in strongly po-
larised SNRs. Along the brightest section of the
shell the polarisation is relatively uniform, and quite
strong at approximately 20% (Fig. 1), as would be
expected from non-thermal SNRs. This relatively
high level of polarisation is (theoretically) expected
for an SNR with a radio spectrum of less than −0.5
(Rolfs and Wilson 2003).

Fig. 1. ATCA observations of SNR J0455–6838 at 6 cm (4790 MHz) overlaid with fractional polarised
intensity. The white circle in the lower left corner represents the synthesised beam of 26 ′′, and the white
line below the circle is a polarisation vector of 100%. The sidebar quantifies the pixel map and its units are
Jy/beam.
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Fig. 2. (a)ATCA 3-cm observations of SNR J0455–6838, overlaid with 6-cm contours. The white circle
in the lower left corner represents the 3 cm (8640 MHz) synthesised beam of 26 ′′. The sidebar quantifies the
pixel map and its units are Jy/beam. (b) MCELS composite optical image (RGB = Hα,[Sii],[Oiii]) overlaid
with ATCA 6-cm contours. The contours on both images are 3–33σ in 3σ steps.

Fig. 3. (a) Spectral index map of SNR J0455–6838 overlaid with 6 cm (4790 MHz) contours. The contours
are the same as in Fig. 2. The white circle in the lower left corner represents the synthesised beam of 26 ′′.
The sidebar quantifies the pixel map, representing the spectral index. (b) Radio-continuum Spectrum of
SNR J0455–6838.
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4. CONCLUSION

We conducted the highest resolution radio-
continuum observations to date of SNR J0455–6838.
From these observations we found a diame-
ter of 215′′×156′′±5′′, a complex spectral index
α=–0.81±0.18 and interesting polarisation features
associated with the brightest region of the SNR and
the northern breakout region.
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U ovoj studiji predstavǉamo nove
ATCA radio-kontinum rezultate visoke rezu-
lucije posmatraǌa ostatka supernove u Ve-
likom Magelanovom Oblaku – SNR J0455–6838.
Naxli smo da ovaj ostatak supernove ima ti-
piqnu morfologiju za ovu vrstu objekata sa
radio-spektralnim indeksom od α =–0.81±0.18
i dijametrom od D= 43×31±1 parseka. Detek-

tovali smo u proseku visok nivo polarizaci-
je, ukǉuquju�i neoqekivano sna�nu polariza-
ciju (∼70%) u tzv. regionu proboja materije
(breakout region) koji se nalazi severno od cen-
tra ostatka supernove. Ovo je prva detekcija
ovakvo sna�ne polarizacije kod ostataka su-
pernovih sa regionima proboja materije.
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